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Serene One-Piece | Superfruit | $27 / $56
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Founded in 2015, Dippin’ Daisy's is one of the fastest-growing swim brands on the 
market today, with over a thousand killer new styles produced yearly. As part of our 

commitment to the local economy, all of our suits are USA-made in the beach capital of 
the world, Los Angeles, California. Every year, we strive to reduce our environmental 
footprint though our textiles, our production, and our packaging. With hand-selected 
luxury fabrics designed to keep their shape and vibrancy over time, we ensure that you 

feel confident rocking classic, head-turning swim year after year. 

As a female-founded company, we believe in empowering and creating opportunities 
for women. That stance is reflected in everything from our accessible price point, to 

our extended-size label, Curve, to the women’s health initiatives we support. At 
Dippin’ Daisy's, we want every girl who slips into our suits to feel powerful, confident, 

and in love with life, and we actively invest that spirit into every aspect of what we do.

our story
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Festival Top | Superfruit | $17 / $36
Ultra Bottom | Superfruit | $17 / $36
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Festival Top
With its classic lines and sexy low-scoop 
silhouette, the Festival Top is easy and 
comfortable to wear while also being a 
major head-turner. Recently updated to 
accent and flatter the back, it’s the 
perfect blend of flirty and sporty.

" the perfect blend of 

flirty and sporty"



banana stripe hibiscus stripeguava stripe geo-patchworksuperfruit

SAGE eden hawaiian sun

minimal sport topresort

D4o63
$17/$36

Xs-XL 

ibiza summer reflection wild leopard

black rosedawn

ivory eyelet ditsy daisy black & White

golden palm tie-dye

dragonfruit orange lime

FESTiVAL TOP

Aqua tie-dye

spring

core
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includes slits for removable cups. cups included. 

canceled

canceled
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Muse Top | Ibiza Summer | $18 / $38
Nocturnal Bottom | Ibiza Summer | $16 / $34
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Muse Top | Ibiza Summer | $18 / $38
Nocturnal Bottom | Ibiza Summer | $16 / $34

Paradise Cove
With sultry silhouettes, delicate floral prints, 
and a dreamy color palette, our Resort 2020 
collection, Paradise Cove, brings chic 
sensibilities to the lush beauty of hidden 
landscapes. The ultimate in sexy elegance, 
these suits refine the art of luxury.



Muse Top | Aqua Tie-Dye | $18 / $38
Nocturnal Bottom | Aqua Tie-Dye | $16 / $34

MUSE Top
Our #1 selling bikini top, the Muse Top is 
as functional as it is flirty. The tie-front 
closure is fully adjustable, ensuring a 
secure, flattering fit every time, and the 
tie detail is feminine and chic, so you feel 
confident the moment you slip it on.

" Our #1 selling bikini top"
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SAGE eden hawaiian sun

seamless tie front topresort

D4o21
$18/$38

Xs-XL 

black rosedawn

ditsy daisy black & White

dragonfruit orange lime

MUSE TOP

spring

core

ivory eyelet ibiza summer reflection wild leopard

banana stripe hibiscus stripeguava stripe geo-patchworksuperfruit

golden palm tie-dye Aqua tie-dye

includes slits for removable cups. cups included. 
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Mirage Top | Hawaiian Sun | $19 / $40
Siren Bottom | Hawaiian Sun | $16 / $34

Mirage Top
One of our most versatile tops, 
the Mirage Top features a classic 
silhouette that can be worn three 
different ways. Comfortable and 
easy to wear, it’s a must-have for 
keeping your look fresh and sexy.

"a classic silhouette 

that can be worn 

three different ways"



SAGE eden hawaiian sun

three way twist front topresort

  D4o57
$19/$4o

Xs-XL 

black rosedawn

ditsy daisy black & White

dragonfruit orange lime

Mirage top

spring

core

ivory eyelet reflection wild leopard

banana stripehibiscus stripe guava stripe geo-patchworksuperfruit

ibiza summer

golden palm tie-dye Aqua tie-dye

12

canceled

canceled

canceled

canceled

canceled canceled
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Bae Top | Wild Leopard | $20 / $42
Ultra Bottom | Wild Leopard | $17 / $36

BAE Top
As our only underwire top, the Bae Top is 
in a class of its own. Ultra supportive and 
comfortable, it features slits for removable 
cups for a fit and look that is absolute 
perfection. Add in the adorable tie-front 
detail, and you have fun and functional all 
in one.

"Ultra supportive 

and comfortable"



SAGE eden hawaiian sun

tie front underwire topresort

D4o76
$2o/$42

Xs-XL 

black rosedawn

ditsy daisy black & White

dragonfruit orange lime

BAE top

spring

core

ivory eyelet ibiza summer reflection wild leopard

banana stripe hibiscus stripeguava stripe geo-patchworksuperfruit

golden palm tie-dye aqua tie-dye

includes slits for removable cups. cups included. 
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canceled

canceled

canceled

canceled

canceled
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Playa Top | Superfruit | $17 / $36
Nocturnal Bottom | Superfruit | $16 / $34 

Spring it on
Inspired by the tropics’ most vibrant fruits, 
our Spring 2020 collection, Spring it on, is 
bursting with bold tones, wild prints and 
flattering silhouettes that are as sporty as 
they are flirty. Designed for the girl who 
finds adventure at every turn, these suits 
are a thrill ride in themselves.
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Playa Top | Superfruit | $17 / $36
Nocturnal Bottom | Superfruit | $16 / $34 
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Playa Top | Sage| $17 / $36
Ultra Bottom | Sage | $17 / $36 



SAGE eden hawaiian sun

classic triangle topresort

D4o64
$17/$36

Xs-XL 

black rosedawn

ditsy daisy black & White

dragonfruit orange lime

PLAYA TOP

spring

core

ivory eyelet reflection wild leopard

banana stripe guava stripe geo-patchworksuperfruit

ibiza summer

hibiscus stripe

golden palm tie-dye aqua tie-dye
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includes slits for removable cups. cups included. 

canceled

canceled
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Zen Top | Dragonfruit | $18 / $38
Grace Bottom | Dragonfruit | $18 / $38



SAGE eden hawaiian sun

knotted triangle topresort

D4o68
$18/$38

Xs-XL 

black rosedawn

dragonfruit orange lime

ZEN TOP

spring

core

ibiza summer

geo-patchwork

ivory eyelet reflection ditsy daisy black & White wild leopard

hibiscus stripeguava stripebanana stripe superfruit

golden palm tie-dye Aqua tie-dye

2o

includes slits for removable cups. cups included. 

canceled
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Daydream Top | Superfruit | $18 / $38
Nocturnal Bottom | Superfruit | $16 / $34



SAGE eden hawaiian sun

knotted peekaboo bandeauresort

D4o67
$18/$38

Xs-XL 

ditsy daisy black & White

dragonfruit orange lime

daydream top

spring

core

ivory eyelet ibiza summer reflection wild leopard

banana stripe hibiscus stripeguava stripe geo-patchworksuperfruit

black rosedawn

golden palm tie-dye Aqua tie-dye
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canceled

canceled canceled

canceled

canceled
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Carnival Top | Ivory Eyelet | $18 / $38
Nocturnal Bottom | Ivory Eyelet| $16 / $34
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Carnival Top | Ivory Eyelet | $18 / $38
Nocturnal Bottom | Ivory Eyelet| $16 / $34
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Carnival Top | Hibiscus Stripe | $18 / $38
Nocturnal Bottom | Hibiscus Stripe| $16 / $34



SAGE eden hawaiian sun

seamed triangle topresort

D4o66
$18/$38

Xs-XL 

ditsy daisy black & White

dragonfruit orange lime

carnival top

spring

core

ivory eyelet ibiza summer reflection wild leopard

banana stripe hibiscus stripeguava stripe geo-patchworksuperfruit

black rosedawn

golden palm tie-dye Aqua tie-dye
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includes slits for removable cups. cups included. 

canceled

canceled
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Festival Top | Eden | $17 / $36
Ultra Bottom | Eden| $17 / $36



Festival Top | Eden | $17 / $36
Ultra Bottom | Eden| $17 / $36

3o
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Festival Top | Superfruit | $17 / $36
Ultra Bottom | Superfruit| $17 / $36

ULTRA Bottom
It’s easy to see why the Ultra Bottom is our #1 
bestselling bottom. The high-waist silhouette 
is flattering to all shapes and sizes, while its 
high-cut leg elongates the body. You’ll feel 
like a bombshell the instant you slip it on.

"Our #1 bestselling bottom"



SAGE eden hawaiian sun

seamless cheeky 
high waist banded bottomresort

D3o34
$17/$36

Xs-XL 

ditsy daisy black & White

dragonfruit orange lime

ultra bottom

spring

core

ivory eyelet ibiza summer reflection wild leopard

banana stripe hibiscus stripeguava stripe geo-patchworksuperfruit

black rosedawn

golden palm tie-dye aqua tie-dye   
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Muse Top | Aqua Tie-Dye | $18 / $38
Nocturnal Bottom | Aqua Tie-Dye | $16 / $34

Nocturnal Bottom
Cheeky, sexy, not to be ignored—the Nocturnal Bottom is 
a total knockout. Its high-cut leg and low-rise waist will 
elongate your body and flatter your curves, so you feel 
like a goddess all summer long.

"high-cut leg and 

low-rise waist will 

elongate your body and 

flatter your curves"



SAGE eden hawaiian sun

reversible seamless cheeky 
high cut leg bottomresort

D3o32
$16/$34

Xs-XL 

ditsy daisy black & White

dragonfruit orange lime

nocturnal bottom

spring

core

ivory eyelet ibiza summer reflection wild leopard

banana stripe hibiscus stripeguava stripe geo-patchworksuperfruit

black rosedawn

golden palm tie-dye Aqua tie-dye

36

canceled

canceled
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Mirage Top | Orange | $19 / $40
Charmer Bottom | Orange | $17 / $36



SAGE eden hawaiian sun

reversible seamless moderate 
coverage cutout bottomresort

D3o4o
$17/$36

Xs-XL 

ditsy daisy black & White

dragonfruit orange lime

charmer bottom

spring

core

ivory eyelet ibiza summer wild leopard

banana stripe hibiscus stripeguava stripe geo-patchworksuperfruit

black rosedawn

reflection

golden palm tie-dye aqua tie-dye

38

canceled
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Daydream Top | Lime | $18 / $38
Divine Bottom | Lime| $17 / $36



SAGE eden hawaiian sun

reversible knotted 
high waist bottomresort

D3o74
$17/$36

Xs-XL 

ditsy daisy black & White

dragonfruit orange lime

divine bottom

spring

core

ivory eyelet ibiza summer reflection wild leopard

banana stripe hibiscus stripeguava stripe geo-patchworksuperfruit

black rosedawn

golden palm tie-dye aqua tie-dye
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canceled

canceled canceled canceled canceled

canceled canceled canceled
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Zen Top | Dragonfruit | $18 / $38
Grace Bottom | Dragonfruit | $18 / $38



ivory eyelet

SAGE eden hawaiian sun

reversible belted 
full coverage bottomresort

D3o66
$18/$38

Xs-XL 

ditsy daisy black & White

dragonfruit orange lime

grace bottom

spring

core

ibiza summer reflection wild leopard

banana stripe hibiscus stripeguava stripe geo-patchworksuperfruit

black rosedawn

golden palm tie-dye Aqua tie-dye
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canceled

canceled

canceled
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Mirage Top | Black | $19 / $40
Siren Bottom | Black | $16 / $34



SAGE eden hawaiian sun

 reversible seamless moderate 
coverage classic bottomresort

D3o33
$16/$34

Xs-XL 

ditsy daisy black & White

dragonfruit orange lime

siren bottom

spring

core

ivory eyelet ibiza summer reflection wild leopard

black rosedawn

golden palm tie-dye aqua tie-dye

hibiscus stripeguava stripe geo-patchworksuperfruitbanana stripe

48

canceled
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Glam One-Piece | Lime | $27 / $56
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Stunner One-Piece | Ivory Eyelet | $29 / $60



banana stripe hibiscus stripeguava stripe geo-patchwork

SAGE eden hawaiian sun

dragonfruit orange lime

spring core

ivory eyelet

ibiza summer reflection wild leopard

superfruit

black rosedawn

golden palm tie-dye AQUA tie-dye

double knot keyhole 
cheeky coverage one pieceresort

D181o
$29/$6o

Xs-XL stunner one-piece

56

ditsy daisy black & White

includes slits for removable cups. cups included. 

canceled canceled canceled canceled

canceled canceled canceled canceled

canceled canceled canceled

canceled

canceled canceledcanceled

canceledcanceled
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Serene One-Piece | Banana Stripe | $27 / $56
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Serene One-Piece | Banana Stripe | $27 / $56
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Serene One-Piece | Superfruit | $27 / $56



includes sLits for removable cups. cups included. 

low back moderate coverage one piece
resort

D1193
$27/$56

Xs-XL serene one-piece

SAGE eden hawaiian sun

ditsy daisy black & White

dragonfruit orange lime

spring core

ivory eyelet

ibiza summer reflection wild leopard

banana stripe hibiscus stripeguava stripe geo-patchwork

superfruit

black rosedawn

golden palm tie-dye AQUA tie-dye

6o

canceled canceled

canceled canceled

canceled

canceled

canceled

canceled

canceled
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Foxy One-Piece | Orange | $29 / $60



tie front keyhole 
cheeky coverage one piecespring

D18o4
$29/$6o

Xs-XL 
foxy one-piece

dragonfruit orange lime
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Euphoria One-Piece | Banana Stripe | $27 / $56
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Bliss One-Piece | Reflection | $29 / $60



includes slits for removable cups. cups included. 

caged front 
moderate coverage one pieceresort

D1786
$29/$6o

Xs-XL bliss one-piece

SAGE eden hawaiian sun

ditsy daisy black & White

dragonfruit orange lime

spring core

ivory eyelet

ibiza summer reflection wild leopard

banana stripe hibiscus stripeguava stripe geo-patchwork

superfruit

black rosedawn

golden palm tie-dye AQUA tie-dye

7o

canceled

canceled
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Euphoria One-Piece | Wild Leopard | $27 / $56

Down to the 

Last detail
From the feel to the fit, we aim to perfect every detail of our 
swimwear. Hand selecting the highest quality textiles allows 
us to create attention-grabbing suits that flatter your curves 
without fading or stretching over the years. And by using 
only the softest, most luxurious fabrics on the market, we 
make sure you always feel incredible, whether lounging 
poolside or plunging into crystal clear waters. 
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Euphoria One-Piece | Wild Leopard | $27 / $56

Padding
It was the number one request from our customers, so we 
made it happen. Nearly all of our bikini tops and one-piece 
suits are now equipped with removable cups to provide 
support, sculpting, and a flattering silhouette.  If you’d 
rather go without, simply extract the pad from its pocket 
and store for later. It’s convenient and flexible—your key to 
looking and feeling gorgeous all summer.

Mix and Match
Each of our pieces is sold individually, so you can mix and 
match sizes, colors, and designs to create the perfect look 
and fit. Additionally, several of the bottoms we offer are 
reversible. Flip them inside out and get two bottoms in one.

Bottom Coverage
We understand that different fits make different women 
feel sexy. That’s why we’ve created a range of bottom styles, 
from low- to high-waist, to full to minimal coverage. No 
matter your preference, you’ll always love your look.

Extended Size Range
This year, we incorporated XS into our sizing so that even 
more women can love suiting up for summer. It’s part of 
our ongoing mission to create inclusivity and support 
women of all shapes and sizes.

Adjustable Straps
With gliding adjusters, our straps are designed to sculpt to 
your distinct shape and size, so you always feel secure and 
confident while looking picture perfect. 

Seamless Edging
Using seamless edging, we’ve designed a fit that hugs your 
body without cutting into your skin. The result is an ultra 
comfortable fit and smooth, sexy curves.
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